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'SUMMARY 
In confron!ing the problem. of prevention and 

early diagnosis of vulvar lesions at risk, the 
diagnostic methodology for their recognition, 
and the therapeutic measures best taken are dis
cussed_. Throug� t�e use 9£. routin.e, ambul�tory 
screening tests, it is possible to detect and re• 
cog?ize those.Pathol�gi�al sit�ations w�ich m.ay 
evolve towards neoplasia. Among these, the 
vulvar dystrophies, some viral infections and 
sexually.transmitted diseases are particularly at 
risk:. Patient�. with or_icologic p_re_ced�nts are also 
at risk as well as patients receiving immunosup
pressive therapy. 
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The current knowledge of the epide
miology and the natural history ( 1 )，alo哩
with the introduction of new diagnostic 
methods has led to a remarkable reduction 
in. the inciden.ce of invasive f��ms. �f t?e
vulva, or at least, to a considerable in
crease in the number of pre-neoplastic 
lesions diagnosed by the recognition of 
diseases and pathologic situations that are 
often associated with or precede, vulvar 
neoplasias. In specialized centers, in fact, 
the use of a specific diagnostic protocol 
permits the detection of precancerous sta
tes which, treated in time and carefully 
followed, leads to remarkable results in 
terms of tumor prevention. 

In the diagnostic itinerary that should 
be followed, the use of screening exami
nations is indispensable as the tests cons
titute fundamental instruments for the 
correct diagnosis of vulvar pathology at 
risk, and consist essentially of vulvar cy
tology ( 2), chromoscopic tests, and target 
biopsy ( 3 , 4). 

Since the symptoms in vulvar disease 
are very aspecific and not alarming, every 
clinical and symptomatologic manifestation 
should be considered and studied tho
roughly. In this regard, the necessity of 
systematic and accurate inspection of the 
vulvar region must be emphasized, since 
a gynecological examination cannot be 
considered complete otherwise; likewise, 
a careful examination of the external ge0 
nitals cannot be considered complete wit
hout exploration of the entire genital sys
tem. The use of a magnifying lens with 
good light conditions will reveal even very 
small lesions. On the other hand, the 
presence of subjective symptoms, even of 
limited importance, constitutes a salient 
factor which should not be under-esti
mated. Pruritus, a burning sensation and 
dyspareunia are the two most frequent 
symptoms reported by patients with vul
var disease, and are indifferently associated 
with diseases having different pathoge
neses and severity, so that, for example, 
vulvo-vaginal inflammation, vulvar dystro-
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